Abstract: Ground faults are major problems of power cable systems. They are caused by various accidents and need to be fixed as early as possible. Therefore, it is crucial to diagnose a ground fault. Time-series data of voltage and current when a ground fault occurs is available for diagnosis. In the present work, a data-based fault diagnosis system of power cable systems is developed. In order to achieve the high fault diagnosis performance, new feature variables are generated by using both wavelet analysis and cepstrum analysis. In addition, six classification techniques, i.e. k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), artificial neural network (ANN), boosted ANN (B-ANN), random forest (RF), classification and regression trees (CART) and boosted CART (B-CART), are compared. Furthermore, B-ANN and B-CART are combined with the naive Bayes classifier to cope with multiclass problems. The results of applying the proposed methods to real ground fault data show that B-ANN with the naive Bayes classifier can achieve the best diagnosis performance, which satisfies the requirement for its industrial application.
INTRODUCTION
A power cable system is a very important infrastructure for our daily life; thus it is always monitored to detect any fault that can damage electric power supply. Ground faults are major problems of power cable systems. They are caused by various accidents and need to be fixed as early as possible. Therefore, it is crucial to diagnose ground faults, i.e. to identify their cause, when they are detected.
Fault diagnosis problems can be formulated as classification problems. The most basic classification method is linear discriminant analysis (LDA) followed by quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA). Their extension includes discriminant partial least squares (DPLS) and kernel-based nonlinear discriminant analysis. As a classification method using kernels, support vector machine (SVM) has been applied to various problems. Another well-known technique is artificial neural networks (ANN). Although these methods require statistical models, there are memory-based methods such as k-nearest neighbors (k-NN). In addition, treebased methods such as classification and regression trees (CART) and random forest (RF) have been widely used for classification.
Approaches for fault diagnosis of power cable systems have been mostly based on the use of wavelet analysis for feature extraction and ANN for classification as shown in Table 1 . Wavelet analysis has many advantages over the conventional Fourier analysis ( Heydt et al. (1997) ). The mother wavelet in a wavelet transform employs time compression or dilation rather than frequency modulation used in Fourier analysis. Techniques such as the fast Fourier transform generally are computationally more complex than wavelet transform. ANN can implicitly detect complex nonlinear relationship between independent and dependent variables, but it is prone to overfitting.
In the present research, a data-based fault diagnosis system of power cable systems is developed. Our preliminary study has shown that the conventional system based on wavelet analysis and ANN does not achieve the enough diagnosis performance for industrial application. Therefore, in order to further improve the performance, new feature variables are generated by using cepstrum analysis as well as wavelet analysis. In addition, six classification techniques, i.e. k-NN, ANN, boosted ANN (B-ANN), RF, CART and boosted CART (B-CART), are compared. Furthermore, B-ANN and B-CART are combined with the naive Bayes classifier to cope with multiclass problems. The developed systems are tested by using real industrial ground-fault data recorded by commercial ground-fault detection units.
In the next section, six classification techniques are briefly explained. Then, feature variables derived from wavelet analysis and cepstrum analysis are introduced in section 3. The application results of the developed fault diagnosis ( Lee et al. (1997)) Learning vector quantization (LVQ) Bispectra ( Chung et al. (2002)) Hidden markov models (HMM) Wavelet analysis ( Zhao et al. (2002)) Rule-based method Wavelet analysis ( Yeo et al. (2003)) Adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) Root-mean-square values ( Liao et al. (2004)) Fuzzy-expert system and artificial neural network Fourier transform and wavelet analysis ( Zadeh et al. (2006) ) Artificial neural network Butterworth filters and finite impulse response (FIR) digital filters ( Uyar (2008)) Artificial neural network Wavelet analysis ( Mammone et al. ( 2009) ) Artificial neural network Fourier transform, Hartley transform and wavelet analysis system are described in section 4, which is followed by concluding remarks.
METHODS
This section briefly describes classification methods: k-NN, ANN, RF, CART, B-ANN, B-CART, and naive Bayes classifier.
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)
The k-NN classifier is a supervised learning algorithm based on minimum distance from the new test sample to the training samples. The test sample is assigned to the most frequently occurring class among its k nearest neighbours. Closeness is usually defined in terms of Euclidean distance.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
ANN tries to mimic biological brain neural network. Neurons are constitutive units in ANN, which receive inputs and use a given transfer function to produce outputs. Input-output structure of each neuron follows a pattern shown in Fig. 1 . 
is transmitted through a connection, which multiplies its strength by the scalar weight w l , and the weighted input features are summed up. Then a bias value is added to get a scaled net input for the activation function φ, which is typically a step function or a sigmoid function and produces the output. In ANN, weights are adjustable parameters.
Random Forest (RF)
RF is an ensemble classifier that consists of many decision trees ( Breiman (2001) ). RF combines Breiman's bagging idea and the random selection of features ( Ho (1995) ; Ho (1998) ). Bagging is a mechanism used to improve machine learning of classification and regression models in terms of stability and classification accuracy. is expected to have 63.2 percent of the unique datasets in D and the rest is duplicated. The newly created training sets are called bootstrapped samples while the fraction of original data that is not bootstrapped is termed out-of-bag (OOB) data. In addition, the number of split variables is determined by trial and error, and RF selects the best split variables from the total input variables on the basis of the split performance at each node.
RF creates multiple trees; each tree is trained by using the bootstrapped samples and the fixed number of split variables. The out-of-bag (OOB) datasets are used for error calculation of the respective trees.
Classification and Regression Trees (CART)
CART is a classification method based on decision trees and uses binary recursive partitioning ( Breiman et al. (1984) ). First, the overall set including all training datasets is split into two subsets by using the best predictor of the output. This binary partitioning is recursively applied to the derived subsets until no further significant partitioning is found or the subsets become too small.
B-ANN and B-CART
Boosting technique ( Hastie et al. (2009) ) has been used to enhance the performance of classifiers such as ANN and CART. The boosting algorithm works on the idea of combining several weak classifiers to make a single highly accurate classifier. There are many boosting algorithms. The main variation is their methods of weighting training datasets. AdaBoost is one of the most significant boosting algorithms. It calls a weak classifier repeatedly in a series of rounds. On each round, the weights of incorrectly classified datasets are increased and the weights of correctly classified datasets are decreased simultaneously.
To develop B-ANN, Pseudo-Loss AdaBoost (AdaBoost.M2) ( Freund et al. (1997) ) is used in this work. Suppose 
, where x i is the i th input and y i is the corresponding target. The weight of x i on round k is denoted as w k (i). For round one, i.e k = 1, identical weights are allotted to all datasets. These weighted datasets are fed to an ANN which gives hypothesis
where ∆h k (i) denotes the degree of the correct prediction of target for the i th dataset on round k. The weight of each dataset is updated through:
where z k is a normalization factor and β k is a function of k .
Using the updated weights, N training datasets are randomly resampled from D. In the new round AdaBoost.M2 focuses on samples which are misclassified or hard to discriminate.
After several rounds, the weak classifiers, i.e. ANNs, are combined as shown in Fig. 2 . The resulting final hypothesis h f in is a weighted majority vote of all weak hypothesis:
where log 1 β k represents the weight of its weak hypothesis. The target y is the label of ground fault cause in our application.
The boosting improves the classification performance but boosted classifiers perform better only in binary classification. In order to overcome such deficiency, one-against all ( Rifkin et al. (2004) ), pair wise ( Hastie et al. (1998) ), and binary hierarchical ( Heydt et al. (1997) ) techniques are often used. Although AdaBoost.M2 can handle multiclass problems, multiclass problem is split into binary class problem in this work to improve classification performance. Naive Bayes rule ( Yang et al. (2002) ) is used to split multiclass problem into binary class problem. 
Naive Bayes Classifier
The Bayesian classifier is a well-known probabilistic induction method. Each dataset is described by a vector
Given training datasets with known classes c j (j = 1, · · · , J), the Bayesian classifier learns the relation between the datasets and the corresponding classes. In order to classify a test dataset, the naive Bayes classifier initially calculates the prior probability p(c j ) of each class. Then likelihood p(f |c j ) is calculated under the assumption that features are conditionally independent given the class.
Although this strong assumption is often violated in real applications, naive Bayes classifiers outperform far more sophisticated classification techniques ( Hastie et al. (2009) ). Finally, posterior probability p(c j |f ) is derived.
Naive Bayes classifiers have been used in many practical applications. They have significant advantages in terms of simplicity, learning speed, classification speed, and storage space ( Yang et al. (2005) ).
FEATURE VARIABLES SELECTION

Wavelet Analysis
A commercial ground fault detection system records timeseries data of voltage and current when a ground fault occurs. The data provided by an electrical safety inspection association consist of ten major data groups listed in Table 2 . Each group is related to a particular ground-fault cause. Each dataset includes four variables: current (I), voltage (V), dI, and dV. Here dI and dV are the differences of I and V, respectively. The above-mentioned classification methods cannot be directly applied to these timeseries data because the number of sampling points, i.e. input variables for classifiers, is too large. For dimensionality reduction, feature variables are generated from original time-series data. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT), Daubechies (db2) for 10 levels, is used to transform all datasets: where W (j, k) represents the transformed data signal, x(t) the original data signal, ψ the mother wavelet, j the scaling parameter, and k the shifting parameter. The ten tranformed levels of origninal signal are reconstructed as shown in Fig. 3 , i.e d1 to d10, separately from the detailed coefficients by using inverse wavelet transform. These reconstructed signals are then subjected to calculation of their root mean square (rms), inter quartile range (iqr), mean, and maximum (max). Then based on the classification performance, combinations of these values were optimized and rms/max, iqr and mean/max were adopted. The use of three features, i.e combinations, resulted in 120 inputs (4 original signals × 10 levels × 3 features) for the models.
Cepstrum Analysis
Real cepstrum coefficients of datasets are calculated as shown in Fig. 4 . Real cepstrum coefficients c t of a signal x(t) is derived by calculating the natural logarithm of magnitude of its Fourier transform z(p) followed by the inverse Fourier transform:
log|z(p)|ω
where T is the total number of sample points in the signal. The first ten cepstrum coefficients of each signal are used as feature variables. These coefficients extract valuable information of the signal as demonstrated in Fig. 4 , which compares Fourier transform of the first 200 and first 10 cepstrum coefficients. It is clear that the actual spectrum is approximated by using only 10 cepstrum coefficients. The cepstrum coefficients add further 40 feature variables (4 original signals × 10 cepstrum coefficients) and increase them to a sum of 160. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A total of 292 datasets shown in Table 2 was available in this study. 17 percent of datasets were reserved as testing datasets. The training and testing datasets were used to build models and to evaluate their classification performance respectively. For each classification method, two types of models were built with different features: (a) features extracted through wavelet and cepstrum analysis and (b) features extracted only through wavelet analysis.
The ANN model was trained by using the backpropagation algorithm in MATLAB environment. The number of nodes in a hidden layer was optimized and 25 was selected for both (a) and (b). There were 10 outputs corresponding to the major ground-fault causes listed in Table 2 . The target output vector had values of either 1 (true) or 0 (false). For 1  2  20  2  20  2  2  20  2  20  3  2  20  2  20  4  1  25  2  5  5  1  25  1  5  6  2  5  2  5  7  1  20  2  5  8  1  15  1  5  9  3  10  2  5 k-NN, the number of nearest neighbors (k) was optimized and 3 was selected. The random forest R package was used in MATLAB environment. Different combinations of the number of trees and split of variables were tested. The best classification performance was obtained by setting the number of trees 20 for (a) and 15 for (b) while the split of variables in each node is 12 for (a) and 8 for (b).
For B-ANN and B-CART, naive Bayes technique was used to divide the training datasets into binary subsets in nine steps as shown in Fig. 5 . At each step, various pairs of classes (causes) shown in Table 2 were tested to form the best seperable binary groups. Initially, the best pair of classes 9 and 10 were selected to train the naive Bayes classifier. Then the remaining eight classes were classified into either of the two classes, i.e. 9 or 10, by using the trained classifier. The child classes were further divided into binary classes until each child node consists of only one of the 10 classes. Then B-ANN and B-CART were applied to each of these binary classification steps, and at the end all these binary classifiers (B-ANN or B-CART) were accumulated. The number of training datasets varies at each binary step, thus the number of hidden layers and nodes were optimized accordingly. The optimal parameters of B-ANN are listed in Table 3 .
The success rates of the developed classifiers are shown in Table 4 . The success rate is the fraction of correctly classified datasets to the total number of datasets. The overall success rates of k-NN, ANN, B-ANN, RF, 88, 90, 78, 70 , and 82 percent respectively in case (a) and 76, 84, 88, 76, 68 , and 78 percent respectively in case (b). From these results, it is evident that the use of cepstrum coefficients improved the classification performance. Only in case of k-NN the diagnosis performance drops from 76 to 74 percent when cepstrum coefficients were used as features variables. In both cases, B-ANN achieved the best performance among all classifiers.
A confusion matrix of the B-ANN results is shown in Table 5 . The diagonal numbers represent the correctly classified datasets. The rest of numbers represent the misclassified datasets. In all six models either group 5 is misclassified into group 10 or group 10 is misclassified into group 5. In this table, 2 out of 7 elements of group 5 are misclassified into group 10 in case (a) while 3 out of 4 elements of group 10 are misclassified into group 5 in case (b).
CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, a data-based fault diagnosis system of power cable systems was developed. The wavelet analysis and cepstrum analysis were used to generate new feature variables. The conventional features, i.e. rms, iqr, mean, and max, were derived from reconstructed signals of wavelet analysis and rms/max, iqr, and mean/max were used as features together with first 10 cepstrum coefficients. These new features made the data-based fault diagnosis approach more effective. In addition, in order to achieve high diagnosis performance, six classification methods, i.e. k-NN, ANN, B-ANN, RF, CART and B-CART, were compared. The naive Bayes technique was used to mold datasets into a binary hierarchical format; then B-ANN and B-CART were applied to the multiclass classification problem. The results of applying the developed ground fault diagnosis system to real industrial data have shown that B-ANN with naive Bayes classifier achieved the best diagnosis performance. The achieved classification performance of around 90 percent is suitable for real industrial application. -NN  ANN  B-ANN  RF  CART  B-CART  a  b  a  b  a  b  a  b  a  b  a  b  1  100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100  2  67  50  83  67  67  50  83  83  83  67  80  80  3  60  80  80  60  100 100  80  60  40  80  100 100  4  25  25  75  75  75  100  50  25  25  0  75  100  5  86  86  86  86  71  100  86  71  86  86  100  86  6  100 100 100 100 100 100  67  100  83  83  84  67  7 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 9 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
